
1. Horizontalator
2. Down South
3. In Infancy
4. FATHERS
5. The Who’s Who of Who 
Cares

6. Learned Helplessness In 
Rats (Disco Drummer)
7. Monotronic
8. The Large Glass
9. And All The Winners
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Tracklist:

Museum of Love is the musical project of Pat Mahoney 
(Founding member of LCD Soundsystem) and Dennis 
McNany (Jee Day).

Longtime friends in New York, McNany and Mahoney 
found a similar sensibility and a shared vocabulary for 
interpreting surroundings, something that began with their 
remix of Battles’ “My Machines feat. Gary Numan” and 
extended into their creation of a full length record together. 

Naming their duo in ode to Daniel Johnston’s song of the 
same named, Mahoney divulges, “I had always loved the 
song, and had been thinking of what such an edifice would 
contain when we were trying to name the project.” McNany 
continues, “Pat’s a sculptor, I’m a painter, we make music 
and museums are sacred spaces and love is an elusive 
thing.” 

McNany did most of the songwriting as well as production 
and instrumentation, while Mahoney is on vocals and 
of course, drums, but Museum of Love was an entirely 
collaborative process as the two edited and arranged 
tracks in the studio. Mahoney says the process of 
collaboration was energizing, while McNany simply 
explains, “making the record was pure pleasure. Waiting 
for it to come out has been the hardest thing.”

“Museum of Love moves at a stately pace here, offering a 
slow and steady chugger that wraps itself in gauzy vocal 
layers and takes its sweet time reaching its climactic 
peak.” Pitchfork 
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Points of Interest:
1. Edition of 500 clear red colored vinyl available, all vinyl 
includes digital download.
2. The first post-LCD Soundsystem project from founding 
member Pat Mahoney.
3. Recorded at DFA Studios and mastered by Bob Weston 
(Shellac, Mission of Burma) at Chicago Mastering Service.
4. DJ tour booked for Fall 2014, with full live band spot plays 
in major markets, full tour early 2015.
5. Posters and postcards available.

“Combining arty atmosphere and patient pacing with a 
sound that harkens back to the days when live disco was 
giving way to house beats, their sound is both blissful and 
brainy.” SPIN


